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The El Paso Scale Model Society got 
off to a good start for 2012.  We had 
a good turn out of about 30 members 
and family. Twenty-four members 
have paid their dues for 2012.  A re-
minder all dues run from January to 
December and are still $15.00.  An 
oddity for El Paso, we had rain at the 
December meeting and again for the 
January meeting.
 
We had a new member join us at the 
January metering. Welcome to Jeff 
Leiby.  If the name is familiar, Jeff 
has written a number of reviews for 
the IPMS Journal.  If I am correct, we 
will have some pictures of some of 
Jeff’s work in this issue of the GLUE.  
Jeff had attended several meetings 
during 2011 and now is an officially 
our newest member.
 

Another new item to announce is that   
Fabian Nevarez has offered to do 
the layout for the GLUE and to give 
John Estes a break from that chore.  
Thanks, Fabian.
 

Don Fenton has retired from his long 
time job at Phelps Dodge and was at 
the meeting.  

Welcome back, Don.

JANUARY 2012

Steve Herren’s Bell H-13H in 1/35th 
scale built from the Revell Kit.The Meeting

Carlos Delgado’s A-4 Skyhawk 
in 1/32nd scale from Hasegawa
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The Meeting

 
John Estes spoke with Jim McDan-
iel on the phone and reports that Jim 
sounds much better.  Jim has even 
started on a couple of models, a P-40 
and a P-26, both in 1/48th scale.  Jim 
sends his regards to all.
 
Charlie Flores was back after a cou-
ple of months and asked if we might 
have a contest or two during the 
coming year.  The December GLUE 
had a notation that it appeared as 
little interest was held by the club in 
holding contests that we would not 
hold any.  If the club is interested, we 
will have our first contest of 2012 in 
March.  The usual rules will apply.  
You should judge if you enter and we 
will divide the categories by the num-
ber of types and scale entered.
 
John Estes gave a treasurers report. 
We are doing okay as to funds at this 
time.
 
The meeting was a Show and Tell 
session.  There were a large number 
of models on the tables and some 
new kits still in the box to look over 
and discuss.
 

Mike King’s Hasegawa Ki-84 in 1/72nd scale

Mike King’s BN6 Jill in 1/72nd scale

Mike King’s FireFly Mk I in 1/72nd scale by Frog
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Show and Tell

Mike King brought several kits to 
show.  Mike had a Ki-84 built in the 
markings of t he 40th Sentai, circa 
1945.  Mike had dropped the flaps on 
this old Hasegawa kit.  Another mod-
el was a FireFly Mk I built from the 
Frog kit and marked in British Pacific 
Fleet markings, circa 1944. Mike had 
a Nakajima BN6 “Jill” built from the 
Nakajima kit. Mike also had Mosquito 
PR Mk XVI in US Markings. 
This aircraft was from the 802nd re-
con Group of the 25th Bomb group, 
8th A.A.F.  All kits were in 1/72nd 
scale. 

Jeff Leiby had a Pzkpfw 741(e) from 
an unknown SS Battalion.  It was in 
1/35th scale was built from the Drag-
on kit.  Another kit that Jeff brought 
to show was an  A-13 Cruiser Mk I in 

German markings as a captured ve-
hicle, circa 1941 and was made from 
the Bronco Kit.  This model was also 
in 1/35th scale. Jeff also had a WIP, 
but more on that next month.

Roy Lingle had an OOB kit to show.  

It was a Sci-Fi tank from the Warham-
mer 40,000 game. Roy was not sure 
of the scale and the kit was manufac-
tured by Citadel. The model was an 
Imperial Guard Shadowsword/Storm-
lord Super Heavy Tank and can be 
build one of six different ways.
 

 
Steve Herren brought a Bell H-13H 
I 1/345th scale built from the Revell 
Kit.
 
Five year old, Adriel Patino brought 
a Tu-95 Bear D in 1/200 scale.  I think 
this may have been the Dragon kit.

Carlos Delgado, one of our Juarez, 
Mexico members had a very nice A-4 
Skyhawk in 1/32nd scale built from 
the Hasegawa kit.
 
Jerry Wells had a couple of models 
as works in progress but as I did not 
get the info, I can only state that one 
was a Vought Kingfisher in 1/72nd 
scale.  Jerry also brought his drone 
controller shown in an earlier issue of 
the GLUE.
 
Jose C. Diaz had another of his pa-
per buses as a WIP.

Jeff Leiby’s Pzkpfw 741(e) in 1/35th scale from the Dragon

Jeff Leiby’s A-13 Cruiser Mk I in German markings, also in 1/35th scale
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Show and Tell

As mentioned before, Charlie Flores 
was back after a couple months ab-
sence.  He came back in a Flash of 
Glory.  Charlie had an F6F-5 Hellcat 
built from the Platz 1/144th scale kit.    
Another kit was the USS Gato SS-
212 built from the Hobby Boss kit in 
1/700 scale. Another Hobby Boss kit 
was an SSK Kilo Class Russian sub-
marine.  It was a Hobby Boss show 
for Charlie as he had an F6F-3  and 
an F4U-1 Corsair, both in 1/72nd 
scale.
 
There was a lot of very nice work 
by a large number of modelers and 
Thanks to all who brought their latest 
efforts.

Charlie Flores’ Pair of F6F-5 Hellcats 
in 1/72nd and 1/144th scale

Charlie Flores’ F4U-1 Corsair in 
1/72nd scale

Charlie Flores’ USS Gato and Kilo Class Submarines in 1/700th scale
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Show and Tell

Meeting dates for 2012
(Bassett dates subject to Change)

 
January 8  
February 5
March 4 
April 1 (Palm Sunday)
May 6                                          
June3
July 1 
August 5

August 12 Bassett Show No. 1
 
September 9
October 7
November 4 

November 11 Bassett Show No. 2

December 2

Our next meeting will be on 
February 5, same time and 
same venue.

 
Club Officers

President
John Estes          IPMS 3498

Vice President
Bill Coster           IPMS 32598

Vice President
Michael Drapes   IPMS 29229

IPMS Liaison
Gustav Hebrok    IPMS 4058

The GLUE
Editor  John Estes
Photography Mike Boudreaux
Layout Fabian Nevarez

Mike King’s 1/72nd scale Mosquito PR Mk XVI in US Markings
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Adriel Patino Tu-95 Bear D in 1/200 scale.


